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Abstract: Robotics and Neural Networks will play a major role 

in the future of manufacturing and automation process. 

Nowadays not many robotic systems are smart systems, in the 

sense that they operate on a predefined algorithm to do their task. 

This research focuses on a design and development of a robotic 

arm with a visual input. The robotic arm will perform its job with 

the help of visual aid. The system will analyze the input image 

upon which the decision to write a number using Stochastic 

Gradient Decent (SGD) algorithm. In a nutshell this research 

work shows how the neural network can be incorporated with 

robot arm control, which is a desired field of interest in 

development of smart robotic systems. This work presents where 

the robotic arm is incorporated together with a neural network to 

perform a task of writing numbers using vision. 

 
Index Terms: Automation, Neural network, Robot arm, SGD, 

thermal vision,  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Since the age of industrial revolution when 

manufacturing process have shifted from hand production 

techniques to machines, people have been looking into ways 

of making such a process simpler and faster, especially when 

it comes to performing of repetitive tasks were precision and 

accuracy plays the major role. Robots are not only used to 

make the manufacturing process easier but also they are 

required to perform certain tasks that can be very dangerous 

to humans. Besides robots can work non-stop and thus this 

feature is very useful at production lines were large volume 

of products must be manufactured in a limited time. However, 

robot systems became very sophiscated in past few decades; 

they still cannot do every single type of tasks that humans can 

perform. Writing and recognition of text of one example of 

such a task, and which is very simple to almost every human. 

From a person’s perspective writing is a task that requires 

recognizing a pattern, like a character or simple drawing and 

then reproducing it on a paper, whiteboard and etc. People 
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perform such a process without giving a major thought and 

thus is doesn’t seem to be complex at all. This happens 

because human brain is very good at performing simple 

patterns recognition and its reproduction. But in order for a 

robot to achieve the same thing is not an easy task. All the 

processes that human brain performs are required to be 

explicitly stated and programmed into the robot system. In 

order for it to write something, it must have a structure that 

resembles the arm along with a gripper, which can hold a 

writing tool like pen, pencil, marker etc. But this is only half 

of the job since a vision based system with appropriate 

program must be implemented, which will see the character 

and do the recognition process. Once the desirable 

mechanical design is accomplished, the vision system must 

be developed with a pattern recognition algorithm which a 

challenging problem, due the very large variety of 

handwriting styles that varies from person to person. But 

once all of that is completed, the robotic arm will be able to 

write a number upon recognizing it. 

This work includes the construction of robot arm structure, 

electronics design and implementation, software 

development for digit recognition. The robotic arm is 

equipped with thermal camera to perform the given task, light 

weight and cost-effective. Arduino board is used to control 

the robotic arm. Based on Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR) techniques, pattern recognition algorithm was 

developed that would distinguish numbers of various styles.  

II. REVIEW OF ROBOTIC ARM 

Designing process of a robotic arm is to determine the 

workspace to be allocated which will be set to user desired 

requirements. Once the workspace size is set, a decision must 

be made to choose an actuator driving system, which is 

needed for every axis the robot has. A necessary requirement 

is the drive system which is responsible for driving the 

necessary power in movement operations such as lifting and 

rotation. The dimensions of the robot arm may vary for 

different designs, but then it should be pointed out that in 

dimension are chosen with respect to the actuator size and 

characteristics such as torque and power. Strictly speaking, if 

any dimension changes are made to any part of the robot 

structure, this will require overhaul of all robot limbs to bring 

about balance and stability [1]. 

Various materials are available for the purpose of 

construction the robotic arm. But the decision of which 

material to use, may be not an easy task sometimes. 
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 Another factor is that certain materials require specialized 

equipment to work with. So if such materials are picked, then 

the necessary tools should be acquired as well and sometimes 

that’s not possible if the objective is to keep it at low-cost [2]. 

A high modulus of versatility and elasticity can be found in 

metals without much of a stretch distort. Contrary to metals, 

polymers present opposite result where their modulus 

versatility and elasticity is low while maintain certain 

strength. According to Urmila Mesharan et.al., [3] FPGA 

system is flexible because it can be easily reconfigured by the 

end user and can deliver the performance that allows critical 

control functions to be implemented in hardware rather than 

software. Agus Bejo [4] implements a low-cost 

microcontroller to control a six DOF robot arm, have utilized 

MSP430F1611 which is a 16-bit RISC microcontroller 

developed by Texas instrument. Arduino based control unit 

for control of arm motion was implemented in [5 - 7]. 

Arduino unit is becoming a popular microcontroller these 

days for the construction of robotic arms. 

Point-to-point (PTP) controlled robots can move starting with 

one indicated point then onto the next, however they are 

incapable of stopping at subjective points. Continuous path 

(CP) control empowers the robot to move the tool center 

point along determined path, such as lines and circles. In 

sensor control all objective and non-objective positions are 

computed before any movement begins in both PTP and CP 

control [8] – [11]. OCR applications have consistently 

brought up handwritten digit recognition and continue to do 

so with pattern classification research. It is not an easy task, 

due to the different handwriting styles numerous approaches 

have been proposed for extracting features, classifications 

and even post processing methods. To evaluate performance, 

many image databases are utilized as an entry dataset. Many 

recognition systems have been proposed in recent years, 

where the main aspect lays on higher recognition accuracy 

[12] – [14]. Over the past decade a ground breaking results by 

convolution neural network been shown in pattern 

recognition. Comparing to the classical ANN, number of 

parameters are greatly reducing when using the CNN. This 

achievement has allowed solving complex tasks by 

approaching larger models [15] - [17]. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The block diagram of the smart robotic arm using thermal 

vision is shown in Fig.1. The articulated configuration of 

robotic arm to be calculated. The major role in the design of 

robotic arm is torque. Torque can be described as a rotational 

force and is calculated using (1). 

T = F * L                       

(1) 

The object’s weight is basically the force of gravity acting 

upon the object and is calculated using (2). 

W = m * g                       

(2) 

This work was accomplished by using Meccano which is a 

model construction system. It consists of reusable metal and 

plastic parts, which are connected together by using nuts and 

bolts. Thus it enables the building of working models and 

prototypes much easier. The metal parts are made out of zinc 

alloy, which provides better corrosion resistance, stability, 

dimensional strength and impact strength. Motors work as 

actuators that are used in performing the movement of the 

robot arm links. Servomotors are used to control the 

movement of the arm. The advantage of servomotor is that 

once the control signal is sent, it will maintain the position of 

the arm. Servo implements an error feedback control through 

sensing which is utilized in order to correct the position angle 

of the motor shaft. Servo motor operates on DC voltage that 

allows manipulation of angular position with precision.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Block Diagram of smart robotic arm 

The dimensions of the robotic arm were chosen according 

to the literature review that was carried out and the objective 

of the research, which requires the arm to write numbers as 

shown in Fig. 2. During the designing process of robotic arm, 

a few parameters were taken into consideration. Firstly, the 

distance between two consecutive motors needs to be 

minimum. This is due to the fact that links require a certain 

distance in order to maneuver. If the minimum distance is not 

granted, the link will collide into the motor which will result 

into restriction of its movement. Secondly, the shorter the 

link length is, the more weight motor would be able to 

handle. Finally, the design should be as light as possible, in 

order for the arm. The wrist of the arm is basically a pen 

holder mechanism. The way it is constructed is by attaching 

three steering arms to a perforated strip, through which the 

ball point pivot of 0.5 ballpoint pen is inserted. As well a 

spring from the same ballpoint pen was used, to give certain 

suspension for the ballpoint pivot. Hence the robot arm can 

perform writing on uneven surfaces. 

 
Fig. 2 Design of Robotic arm 

One of the objectives of this work requires the robotic arm 

to perform its writing operation based on its vision. For this 

purpose, a thermal camera is required that will act as the input 

device and that will capture the image of the handwritten 

digit.  
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Even in dark environment the thermal camera can able to 

capture the image properly. The circuit board is designed to 

control four servo motors, perform serial communication and 

provides two additional digital inputs for the push buttons 

one of which upon being pressed displays the servo motor 

position if the robot arm is in the manual control mode and 

second exit the manual mode as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Circuit Board Blocks 

In order to examine the Neural Network (NN), MNIST 

database was utilized to train the NN, since it is a standard 

and large database of handwritten digits. Fig. 4 shows the 

flowchart of CNN model training process. The first step is to 

define the CNN architecture and that simply means to create 

the model class. Secondly, the loss is defined and this 

function will calculate the difference between predicted 

output digits with the actual label of the image. At the third 

step, definition of optimization algorithms and learning grade 

happens. Major role of optimizer in network’s training 

process is to minimize the loss during the training process. 

The optimizer that was chosen for CNN is Stochastic 

Gradient Decent (SGD) algorithm. 

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) code has been written 

using PtCharm software, which is IDE that is developed for 

Python language. As well the layout design of GUI shown in 

Fig. 5 has been created in software Qt Designer that utilizes 

PyQt5 widget toolkit for creating embedded GUI’s. Upon the 

start of the GUI, its layout will be displayed on the smart 

device screen and the previously trained CNN model will be 

loaded. In the beginning the initialize button must be pressed 

in order to establish serial communication with arduino 

microcontroller, otherwise other functions will not be 

available. Except the start camera button and related 

functions to it, like capture image and predict, as it does not 

require serial communication. After the initialization of serial 

communication, the user has two options to control the robot 

arm. The servomotors angles are changed by dragging the 

different track bars. As well in order for robot arm to write 

numbers based on the predicted digit, serial control must be 

chosen as the GUI program will send the predefined 

algorithm for corresponding digit to the microcontroller. 

 
Fig. 4 Neural Network Flowchart 

 

 
Fig. 5 Graphical user Interface 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

During the development process of the NN, couple 

optimization algorithms were tested in order to identify 

which one of them yields better accuracy and lesser loss. 

Those algorithms are Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD) and 

Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam). At the beginning, the 

training process of the CNN was done few times with the 

parameter of twenty to thirty epochs for both optimizers. But 

that was not enough to determine which algorithm is better as 

the accuracy varied after each training procedure. 
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 Hence the epoch parameter was set to 100 and training 

was performed once more again. The results graphs for 

accuracy and loss of SGD and Adam optimizers can be seen 

in Fig.6(a) – (d). 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

Fig. 6 (a) SGD Accuracy, (b) SGD Loss, (c) Adam 

Accuracy, (d) Adam Loss 

From the fig. 6 (a) – (d), the testing loss for both cases is 

practically the same, except the fact that Adam maintained 

this statistic from start to the end while SGD had slightly 

higher in the beginning. Although training loss for both 

optimizers is lesser that 0.05%. The SGD has shown much 

smoother training loss curve over hundred iterations. SGD 

achieved 99% accuracy after 19 epochs and maintained it 

until the end of the training process. Adam performed the 

same, but after 22 epochs. For the testing accuracy, Adam has 

showed better results from the beginning of training process, 

starting from 98%, while SGD from 97%. But at the same 

time, both of them were able to achieve 99% accuracy. 

Except that SGD hit it after 40 epochs and maintained until 

the while Adam reached it only after few epochs but failed to 

maintain it through the whole training process. So SGD 

optimization algorithm was used in this research work.  

The NN evaluation upon prediction of various numbers 

was trained. Upon start of the camera, the image for 

recognition should be placed properly. After the image is 

properly aligned, user must click Capture image button, thus 

the camera will take a snapshot of the image and display it in 

GUI. Next step is to click Predict button. That will process 

the image by converting it to binary and load it into the CNN 

model. Upon completion of this process the processed image 

along with the predicted value will be displayed in the GUI as 

shown in Fig. 7 (a). 

 
Fig 7 (a) Alignment, Capture and Prediction of digit 
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Fig 7 (b) CNN noisy image 

This procedure was repeated for the rest of the digits from 

1 to 9 and all of them have been successfully recognized. It 

should be noticed that the testing set was created, using clear 

and accurately written digits, so after this it was time to test 

how the CNN can handle not very clear and noisy images. 

The CNN was able to successfully recognize what was 

written as shown in Fig. 7 (b). 

 
Fig 8 (a) NN model using default threshold value 

 

 
Fig 8 (b) Improved NN model image 

Sometimes the image quality can be affected by the outer 

light conditions and in order to solve that problem, setting the 

different threshold value was introduced. In Fig 8 (a) the 

default threshold value was used, which is 70 and it can be 

seen that the NN model failed to recognize the digit 7 due to 

poor quality of the processed image. After the threshold value 

was increased to 90 as shown in Fig. 8 (b), the processed 

image quality became better and thus the CNN has 

successfully recognized digit 7. The robotic arm capture the 

CNN modeled image and successfully written on the paper or 

corresponding surface. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this work, a vision based robotic arm that writes digits 

upon recognition process of handwritten numbers has been 

presented. The 4 DOF robotic arm with a mechanism to hold 

the writing tool such as pen, was designed and constructed, 

The thermal camera is used to capture the image with 

handwritten number whereas the recognition system was 

implemented to identify that number. This recognition 

system is a convolutional neural network model, which was 

trained by using the MNIST database, to recognize different 

features of numbers in order to identify them. High 

performing language as Python along with different software 

tools were used to develop the NN and GUI. The GUI was 

designed to achieve the maximum flexibility and user 

friendly. The GUI allows the user to control the robotic arm 

in two different modes; by sending values to the actuators and 

by controlling it manually with the help of manipulator arm. 

In the GUI, user is allowed to change the threshold value in 

order to change the quality of the processed image that is 

used in the neural network for recognition process.  
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